Entries close: 4 May 2019

An award exhibition featuring nature photography of the Northern Territory

---

**Photograph #1**
Title/caption (max of 20 words)

Where in the NT was the photograph taken?

**Photograph #2**
Title/caption (max of 20 words)

Where in the NT was the photograph taken?

Attach another list for any other photographs

I declare that all the information on the entry form and the list(s) of _______ (insert number) entry/ies is correct to the best of my knowledge.

-----------------------------
Signature of entrant

-----------------------------
Signature of parent or legal guardian if entrant is less than 18 years old on 1 June 2019.

---

**Conditions of entry (continued)**

17. If submitted by mail, entries must have appropriate protective packaging as well as a suitable stamped, self-addressed envelope to enable return of the entry.

18. Receipts will be issued for entries submitted to Green Snaps.

19. Entry into Green Snaps implies consent for entries to be exhibited at the annual Green Snaps Exhibition and reproduction of entries either electronically or by print to promote Green Snaps and/or include the images in a web gallery and/or travelling exhibition and/or a retrospective exhibition and/or a printed collection of the entries in the future. Entrants will be acknowledged if their images are used. As such, the entrant grants Green Snaps or its agents a limited copyright licence to do any of these things.

20. Entry into this competition implies consent for the entry winning the Open Section second prize to be made into a canvas print and displayed for two weeks on the premises of Katherine Exposure Photographics, should the Sponsor choose to do so, prior to being picked up by the winning entrant.

21. Green Snaps and its agents reserve the right not to exhibit, reproduce or use for promotional purposes any of the entries submitted.

22. Completed entry forms, correctly mounted photographs, digital images and entry fees will be accepted at the Katherine Library from 10.00 am - 4.30 pm, Wednesday 1 May - Friday 3 May and 10.00 am - 1 pm, Saturday 4 May 2019. Mailed entries will be accepted but they must be postmarked no later than 3 May 2019 and received no later than 10 May 2019.

23. Entry fees will not be refunded.

24. Entry fees will not be refunded.

25. Any personal information collected by Green Snaps or its agents will be used solely for the purposes of administering the competition and exhibition, including contacting entrants about these or related events in future years, evaluating competition and exhibition processes and outcomes and reporting to sponsors and funding bodies. No personal information will be passed on to sponsors or funding bodies without the consent of the individual involved.

26. Entries will be judged by a panel appointed by Green Snaps or its agents and there is no appeal against the judges’ decisions.

27. All entries must be picked up within a week of the close of the exhibition. Competitors must be prepared to produce their receipt or show ID to claim their entries.

---

Mail entries to:
Green Snaps
PO Box 1220
Katherine NT 0851

Questions?
Top End: 0408 440 696
The Centre: 0409 377 545

---

Pandanus spiralis after fire
Limmen National Park

Green Snaps
Nature Photography Competition

2019 theme: New Life in the NT Environment

Over $1,500 in *Prizes*
Key facts and dates

**Green Snaps Competition**

**Prizes**

- **Open Section**
  - 1st Prize: $500 (Moiri McCreech)
  - 2nd Prize: Choice of quality canvas or Chromolux print of winner’s photo, worth $250 (Katherine Exposure Photographics)
  - 3rd Prize: $100 (Blue Dog Dreaming)

- **Youth Section**
  - 1st Prize: $100 (Barbara Tynan)
  - 2nd Prize: $75 (Merrilyn Stopp)
  - 3rd Prize: $25 (Merrilyn Stopp)

**People’s Choice**: $50 - Open & Youth sections - (Alison Stefanska)

**Library’s Choice**: Mystery prize

**Judging**

The Open and Youth Sections will be judged blind, that is, the panel of judges will not know who the photographers are when they are judging the photographs.

The Library’s Choice will be awarded at the absolute discretion of the Katherine Library Staff.

The People’s Choice will be decided by popular vote.

**Entries and fees**

- $10 per photograph for Open Section
- $2 per photograph for Youth Section

Entries, forms and fees must be received by no later than 1 pm on Saturday 4 May 2019. No entries will be accepted after this unless they have been mailed, postmarked no later than 3 May 2019 and received no later than 10 May 2019.

**Green Snaps Exhibition**

The Green Snaps Exhibition will open at 6 pm on Friday 7 June 2019 at the Katherine Town Library. The winners of all categories except People’s Choice will be announced on that evening. The exhibition will be open for viewing during the Library’s opening hours for the following two weeks until 22 June. The Library is not open to the public on Mondays. Call 89 711 188 to check Library opening hours.

**Conditions of entry**

1. Entrants must be Northern Territory residents. NT youth away at boarding school, whose immediate families remain in the NT, are eligible to enter.
2. There are two main competition sections: Open and Youth. Entrants to the Youth Section must be less than 18 years old on 1 June 2019.
3. Entries must be the original work of the entrant.
4. Entries must address the annual theme and images must have been taken in the Northern Territory. The 2018 theme is ‘New Life in the NT Environment’.
5. If the entry includes images of a person or a place of Indigenous cultural significance, it is the responsibility of the entrant to ensure a Release of Talent form is signed by the person with the authority to do so (call 0408 440 696 for form).
6. Each entrant may submit a maximum of four photos.
7. Entries must be digital photographs that are not computer manipulated, other than by standard enhancing techniques. Images may be in colour or black & white, & either matt or gloss.
8. All entries must be mounted centrally on top of cardboard or behind matt board (matting) with no identifying information visible on either side. Framed or glass mounted photographs will not be accepted.
9. Photographs entered may be any size from 6 x 4 inches (10 x 15 cm) to 8 x 12 inches (20 x 30 cm) and must be printed on photo paper and mounted on cardboard or matting with a 3 cm border.
10. Open Section entries must be mounted on black and Youth Section entries on white cardboard or matting.
11. Entrants must also submit a digital image of their photograph(s) on a disk or USB memory stick in jpeg format with a minimum size of 300 dpi.
12. To encourage continued entry from a broad range of community members, an entrant may only win first or second prize a maximum of three times each in a ten year period.
13. Entrants are responsible for the mailing or delivery of entries to Green Snaps and for insurance of entries during transit to and from Green Snaps.
14. Whilst every reasonable care will be taken by Green Snaps, its partners, sponsors and volunteers, no responsibility will be taken for theft or damage of entries. You enter this competition and exhibition at your own risk.
15. Each entry must be accompanied by an official entry form, the entry fee and digital image(s) of the entry/ies.
16. Only entries that adhere to all requirements will be submitted to the judges. Green Snaps volunteers will endeavour to contact entrants prior to judging if there are problems, however, this cannot be guaranteed and entrants are themselves responsible to make sure all entry conditions are met.

**Entry form**

‘✓’ or ‘X’ every circle to show you agree with the statement:

- I have read & consent to the 28 conditions of entry.
- I understand that decisions made in relation to awarding prizes and displaying pieces of work are final and no discussion or correspondence will be entered into.
- I declare that the photographs entered are my own work.
- If there is an image of a person or a specific place of Indigenous cultural significance in my entry/ies, I have attached a Release of Talent form signed by the person with the authority to do so.
- I am an NT resident (see condition of entry #1).
- My entry/ies is/are photographs taken in the Northern Territory.
- I have mounted my entry/ies according to the guidelines.
- I have provided an image of my photograph/s on disk or USB memory stick.
- I have included the correct entry fee.

**Name of entrant**

…………………………………………………………...

**Section entered**

Open / Youth (circle the one that is correct).

If entering Youth Section, how old will you be on 1 June 2019? ………

**Mailing address:**

…………………………………………………………...

**Phone number:**

…………………………………………………………...

**Email:**

…………………………………………………………...